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Modern Government Bureaucracv in the
Netherlands
1813 1940

SUMMA RY AND CONCLUSIONS

In describing the history of the Home Office (which may be seen as a
kind of 'motheroffice'), this thesis has attempted to account for the origin
of the modern bureaucracy of government in the Netherlands. Besides, in-
cidental use has been made of theories from the organization-sociology
(Parkinson, Jaques, Crozier), whilst the stages into which the German soci-
ologist, Max Weber, divided the process of bureaucracy - culminating in
the ' ideal-type' of 'modern bureaucracy' - have been compared to the de-
velopment actually established. By examining seven hypothesises in which
a relation is assumed between the social economical position of public ser-
vants and the professionalization of officialdom, particular attention has
been paid to possible alterations in the composition of the corps of civil ser-
vants.

In the Netherlands the growth of the government (in real terms) before
1940, was mainly realized between 1890 and 1910, during the First World
War and during (the second part o0 the thirt ies. Although parts of mi-
nistries sometimes were inclined to expand without a demonstrable reason,
it immediately appears from the periods mentioned that the most impor-
tant cause of the process of bureaucracy was an economic one. At the same
time it becomes clear that circumstances of crisis played an important role
in this. Between 1890 and l9l0 the economic growth was in a great measure
promoted by the rapid industrial development of the Netherlands, but the
need of government measures which would l imit the disrupting results of
this development arose as well. During the First World War most branches
of trade prospered, but nevertheless an extensive rationing system had to
be set up. And during the thirties the government was the designated au-
thority to restrict the results of the incessant economic depression as much
as possible. In view of the foregoing, no more than a supplementary impor-
tance can be attached to the above-mentioned organization-sociological
theories, which explain the appearance of bureaucracy exclusively from the
organization of government itself.

Already from the establishment of the Kingdom, continual efforts have
been made to curb the growth of the government agencies. Even special
royal commissions were established for this purpose in 1818, 1828, 1830
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and 1920. Without exception, they sought the solution in an improvement
of the efficiency of the professional apparatus. Although the organization
of government was often improved by their suggestions, they never led to
a real decrease of public servants. In 193 l, at the moment the depression
made harder measures urgently necessary, this was finally seen by the
'Welter-commission'. This 'ad hoc' royal commission no longer came with
advice concerning the structure of the offices of Ceneral Government or
their mutual distribution of tasks but made the proposal to strictly l imit the
expenses for the various chapters of the government estimates. The fi l l ing-
in of the required economies could then be left to the various ministers.

Yet, in the thirt ies as well, there was no talk of a real reduction of public
servants; on the contrary. As Minister of the Interior Thorbecke had alrea-
dy found a remedy in 1849, which was applied again and again since that
time in periods of economies: with a generous gesture to the Second Cham-
ber, the number of permanenl officials was reduced, while in their place
cheaper temporary staff were appointed. Whereas in 1849 Thorbecke had
appointed ten 'extraordinary employees', at the end of the thirt ies the staf-
fing at the offices consisted for twenty per cent of temporary officials and
contracting parties of labour; with all results this had for continuity of po-
licy and the subsequent delivery of directions on the regisfration. On go-
vernment level a fundamental discussion was never held on the question
which tasks did, and which tasks did not, belong to the state, while - as
the Pop economy-committee finally had understood in 1929 - only the
rqsults of that could have made significant economies possible.

As a result of this the various economy measures in the ' lnterbellum' be-
came a toy of, on the one side polit ics and on the other side the professio-
ral apparatus, which was represented by the college of Permanent Under-
secretaries. With regards to problems of staff and organization, this college
had, from the turn of the century, increasingly gained the informal status
of a shadow-cabinet. Both polit icians and officials appeared to be sensitive
to the capricious phenomenon of economic cycles. As soon as the econo-
mic tide took a turn for the better, one could hear in Parliament 'that the
moment had started to break at which the general action of economies
could be allowed to end'. Keeping in mind the phenomenon of the econo-
mic cycles of the twenties, the college of Permanent Under-secretaries man-
aged moreover to get the enforcement of many economy plans postponed
again and again in the thirt ies as well. Now these highest officials had their
work cut out with the continual reorganizations of their offices. As far as
that goes, in spite of the revision of the constitution of 1848, l i tt le had
changed since the reign of King William I.

Til l  1848 the Dutch form of government was based on what I have called
a'monarchical principle'. Indeed the King was committed to a constitution
but had extensive prerogatives at his disposal. In the State Clerk's Office,
which function was taken over by the King's Cabinet after 1840, all infor-
mation concerning management came together; in the last resort the decisi-
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ons by which the King personally ruled the country, were prepared there.
The government bureaucracy sti l l  bore a typical 'patrimonial' character.
Civil servants sti l l  were l iterally'servants of the King'; some of them had
already served William I while, at the time of Napoleon, he held the reins
of government over the secularized archbishopric of Fulda. Fixed working
hours seem to have existed only on paper and for the higher officials sel-
dom lasted longer than six hours a day. There was no talk of a legal status
for civil servants; in disputes between officials or official bodies the King
appeared as the highest administrative judge. Especially the righteous per-
sonality of Will iam I may be thanked for the fact that the autocratical go-
vernment during the years l8l3 - 1848 in practice did not have any disad-
vantageous results for the civil servants. If, for example, it had lain with
the States General, the civil servants from the South would never have re-
ceived half the 'tractements of non-activity' which the King gave them -

if they behaved themselves loyally.
Disadvantageous results were present indeed for the organization of go-

vernment. Particularly under Will iam I the distribution of tasks between
the offices was changed again and again. He used to be engaged down to
the smallest details with the duties of his ministers and besides was unremit-
tingly looking for the most efficient forms of government. Based on diver-
gent advice he handled ever changing criteria for the structure of the appa-
ratus of government. Fortunately a royal commission, formed in 1818,
brought the King to the establishment of a number of 'general regulations'
in 1823, in which certain demands for the organization of the offices were
made and modern criteria for the granting of an appointment in the go-
vernment service appeared (first and foremost ability and experience, se-
condly 'private needs'). Nevertheless the organizational problems remai-
ned large.

They were even strengthened by the fact that the old Republic of Seven
United Dutch Provinces and the former Austrian Netherlands were united
under the House of Orange since 1815. It may be called an achievement
that the prescribed annual change of royal residence has been stuck to up
to the year of the Belgian Revolt. The removal of eight to ninehundred
households of officials (by 'officials' in this case also should be understood
members of the States General and many hundreds of 'copyists') from The
Hague to Brussels and vice versa not only cost three to four per cent of the
total government estimates but caused practical problems as well. Some of-
ficials, for example, had a permanent station, while the communication be-
tween both royal residences during the wintermonths often lapsed lamenta-
b lv .

As a result of the Belgian Separation public expenditure was finally redu-
ced by about thirty per cent. The loss of the southern provinces found ex-
pression in the organization of the central apparatus of government. In this
way the 'Board of Administration' at the Home Office which was introdu-
ced in 1823 was already abolished in 1832. The members of this board, who
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were called 'administrators', had replaced the 'directors' (who had been
operating as departmental chiefs since l8l4) and had been allowed to con-
sult directly with the King and ministers of other offices in regard to their
own field of policy. They were appointed with the rank of adviser, introdu-
ced in 1828 and were succeeded at the head of their 'administrations' by
lower paid departmental chiefs with the rank of 'referendary'; this last
rank dated from 1816 and was originally only meant for staff-functionaries
wi thout  a guid ing ro le.

After the l iberal revision of the constitution of 1848, the modern bureau-
cracy was brought nearer in two stages, to take shape almost completely
by the end of the First World War. In the 1870's many improvements were
made in the registration at the offices, while for the admittance to the then
still very extensive Home Office, examinations for clerks were introduced
which had to guarantee a certain level of education of its officials. These
developments have been summarized with the terms standardization and
professionalization (although the working hours at the offices remained
short t i l l  l9l8: on an average five and a half hours a day). Round about
the turn of the century, between 1895 and 1910, there has been a second
period of great improvement in which a considerable increase of scale of
the bureaucracy of government took place. During this period the 'tracte-

ments', which in 1890 were stripped of the last emolument (sharing in the
legal charges) achieved the character of fully-fledged salaries. Moreover
identical examinations for clerks were made obligatory for all offices. It
was a time in which specialization between, as well as in, the offices increa-
sed strongly.

The less personality-tied character of the organizations of offices (caused
by the objective working of the examinations for clerks and the established
increase of scale), some general improvements of 'tractements' and the
granting of periodical rises in salary, brought about that with this speciali-
zation there was again talk of a quick rationalizing of the central apparatus
of government in this period. Through the continued growth of the number
of civil servants during the First World War and the extension of their wor-
king hours to a minimum of 36 hours a week in 1918, the offices of Ceneral
Government finally got a buildup which almost corresponded to Webers'
description of 'modern bureaucracy'. Only a settlement by law of the legal
status of civil servants would be lacking till 1929.

The crisisapparatus built up during the years l9l4 - 1918, by which
especially the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce (formed in
1905) had shown an unprecedented growth, was abolished within the shor-
test t ime possible after the war. Nevertheless in the twenties the ordinary
public servants continued in office on a level that was considerably above
that of before the war. This happened in spite of the wish of the majority
of members of the Second Chamber to return to the situation of before
1910, wherein a balance had existed between the public revenue and the na-
tional expenditure. The mainly vain made attempts to economize in the 'In-



terbellum' were already discussed. It is striking that the institution of the
Ministry of General Affairs in 1936 arose from considerations of economy.
ln 1917 when the formation of a special 'Ministry of Crisis' was conside-
red, the socialistic leader Troelstra had already expressed his preference for
'a powerful f igure in government' in the shape of a Prime Minister equip-
ped with particular qualif ications who could co-ordinate the policy of cri-
sis. In the beginning of the thirties the Pop economy-committee came up
with the same idea. The institution of the Ministry of General Affairs and
the appointment of Coli jn to Prime Minister f inally were results of this.

After 1877 when the Ministry of Public Works, Commerce and Industry
was split up from the Home Office, the division of offices had been perma-
nently under pressure since the end of the nineteenth century. In 1899 the
Minister of Public Works, Commerce and Industry, Lely, pleaded in vain
the establishing of a Ministry of Labour (possibly: of 'Labour and In-
dustry'). In 1905 it was further decided to class all economic and social in-
terests under one department of 'Agriculture, Industry and Commerce' by
which it is true a mere technical Office of Public Works arose (such as Lely
and some of his predecessors had had a clear picture of in their minds), but
the political ever more important social legislation officially remained a
suppositit ious child. In l9l8 two independent ministries of 'Labour' and
of 'Education, Arts and Science' were finally established by which not
much more remained of the Home Office than a premature Ministry of Ge-
neral Affairs.

For reasons of economy the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry and Com-
merce was abolished at the end of 1922. The care for industry and commer-
ce became the charge of the Ministry of Labour which for this reason was
called 'Labour, Commerce and Industry'. All matters concerning agricul-
ture were placed under the charge of the Home Office, the name of which
changed into 'Home Affairs and Agriculture'. Since then the question whe-
ther it was desirable to have one or two ministries for all social and econo-
mical matters, kept occupying minds from time to time. With the instituti-
on of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Labour in 193 1, the care for
social interests l ike public health, provision of work and unemployment be-
nefit was originally sti l l  classed under the Home Office. In 1933 a definite
choice was made for two separate ministries of 'Social Affairs' and 'Eco-

nomic Affairs'. It is remarkable that after the elimination of the controver-
sy between social matters and economic interests a new contrast arose im-
mediately. At the Ministry of Economic Affairs (between 1935 and 1937
divided into the Ministries of 'Commerce, Industry and Navigation' and
'Agriculture and Fishery'), 'agriculture' (permanent under-secretary Van
Rijn, Louwes) and 'commerce and industry' (general manager Hirschfeld)
were generally diametrically opposed to each other.

The arguments for making certain departments independent of their of-
fices or for the creation of new ministries appeared to be very different in
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character in the course of years. Sometimes they were supplied by pressure-
groups, as in the case of the Central Bureau of Statistics (established in
1899) and at the realization of the Ministry of Education, Arts and Science.
The most fundamental part of practically every argument was the necessity
for an extension of government care, on existing fields of policy as well as
with regard to new developments. In increasing measure personal capaci-
ties or ambitions of candidate ministers played a role in reorganizations as
well. Thus in 1901 Minister of the Interior Kuyper exchanged the depart-
ment of Agriculture at his office for the department of Labour at the Mi-
nistry of Public Works, Commerce and Industry because he wished to be
involved in social legislation. The splitt ing up of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs into two ministries in 1935, just as the reuniting of these, two years
later, was totally explained by Hirschfeld as being due to the capacities (or
lack of these) of the administrators involved.

In spite of the motives a radical reorganization or the institution of a new
office was mostly clinched during the formation of a government. Owing
to this the Council of State had - if i t was consulted - mostly only margi-
nal influence on the procedure; by discouraging a plan, this highest college
of advice could break open the formation of a government, in which one
had often laboriously come to agreement. Parliament had no grip at all on
the organization of government; the right of establishing ministerial offices
remained reserved to the (constitutional) King. Only by disagreeing with
the legal provisions, which had to be made on account of a certain reorga-
nization, could the Chambers show their displeasure.

As regards the civil servants, it can be concluded that their recruiting has
never been a problem. Apart from extreme cases of collaboration, King
William I was not inclined to blame candidates for a function for their atti-
tude during a former episode in the government of the country. In view of
his own attitude during the French domination there was no choice left.
Soon after l8l3 'Orangemen' worked together with functionaries who had
won their spurs under King Louis Napoleon or even during the Annexati-
on. Only the recruitment of suitable 'servants' (later one spoke of 'off ici-

als') appeared to be sometimes diff icult. However not due to a too small
supply in the labour force but in view of the required feeling for professio-
nal relations and the necessary notion of norms; excessive drinking and lar-
ceny by the serving staff often happened.

According to Minister of the Interior Thorbecke, the revision of the
constitution of 1848 had to have consequences for the composition of the
corps of officials. During his first ministry he probably tried to achieve a
unique'changing of the guard' in order to bring the staffing at the govern-
ment into l ine with the demands of the l iberal state. This caused a violent
conflict between him and King Will iam III, who (with a great deal of fo-
reign examples in mind) twice unsuccessfully tried to undo the constitution
of 1848. Thorbecke managed to place his own prot6g6s in his own office
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but these appeared, without exception, to be extremely capable. In 1853 the
cabinet of Van Hall, in fact, adopted the train of thought behind the policy
of Thorbecke. In connection with an intended alteration of the Electoral
I.aw and the Municipal Corporations Act, it replaced the head of the de-
partment of Civil Service at the Home Office, Jhr. Van Tets van Goudri-
aan (promoted by Thorbecke) by an official whose ideas corresponded bet-
ter with those of the cabinet. Although the appointment of prot6g6s still
happened later as well, for example under the anti-revolutionary Minister
of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, Talma, (who just was praised on
account of his ' impartial policy of appointment'), the socalled merit or
classified system, in which officials were permanently appointed on ac-
count of their supposed or apparent capabil ity, has never really been threa-
tened in the Netherlands. It was just by the introduction of the already
mentioned examinations for clerks that extra emphasis was placed on this
capabil ity.

ln 1934 the level of the secondary education in the Netherlands had risen
to such an extent that the examination for clerks could safely be abolished.
In the meantime, the government with the rise of polit ical extremism, saw
itself confronted with a fairly new problem. Since 1933, it tried to bring the
political disposition of its staff somewhat under control by the so-called
'Prohibition for Officials'. This happened in a questionable manner. In
May 1940 it would appear that the democratic system was not saved by it.

Until the establishment of the First Resolution of Salary for Civil Ser-
vants (B.B.R.A.) in l9l8 the salaries for officials were on the whole too
low. Thereby late into the nineteenth century, officials remained 'gentle-

men of standing who gladly wanted to have something to do' and on ac-
count of their prosperity could be content with small pay. The low pay thus
had an aristocratically working effect, whilst the professionalization of ofi-
cialdom was greatly retarded by it. With the low (init ial) salaries, the offici-
aldom of The Hague formed, certainly after the Belgian Separation, a ra-
ther closed circuit. In spite of some general increases in salary in the second
part of the nineteenth century, for the impecunious outsider it was practi-
cally impossible to settle in The Hague as an official or as an aspirant offi-
cial. In this manner inhabitants of The Hague predominantly and people
from Holland proper became civil servants. Some 'prosopographical' re-
connoitring has brought to l ight that in the second part of the nineteenth
century and at the beginning of the twentieth century, more than 42 per
cent of the Dutch civil servants came from The Hague and in total, even
70 per cent came from North and South Holland. Because the system of
adjunction dating from the time of the ancien rdgime survived in a decrea-
sed form for a long time (where earlier there had been talk of a right,the
succession of a father by his son - who had worked himself in free - was
now considered to be afavour) far into the nineteenth century the bureau-
cracy of The Hague could be typified as a 'family-government'.
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During the union with 'Belgium' between l8l5 and 1830 circumstances
did not essentially differ from the situation described above. The underre-
presentatation of people from the southern part of the country in manage-
ment and officialdom on central level, which formed one of the causes of
the Belgian Revolt, at the Home Office however was not as grave as one
would expect. In 1830 more than forty per cent of the permanent staff
there consisted of 'Belgians'. As the Home Office had been led continu-
ously by a minister from the South since 1817 fiust as the ministries of 'Pu-

b l ic  Works '  [815-1820]  and 'Roman Cathol ic  Publ ic  Worship '  [1815-
18261), a certain distortion is l ikely to exist. Sti l l  the inhabitants of the sou-
thern provinces had, keeping in mind the percentages in the foregoing pa-
ragraphs, probably no more reason to complain than the population of
other regions round about.

Since the abolition of the ancien rdgime, under which officials should be
members of the Reformed Church, religion did not formally play any sing-
le part anymore in the policy of appointments. In practice the number of
Catholics among the civil servants remained, nevertheless, much lower, in
view of the composition of the Dutch population, than it could have been.
Catholic emancipation was greatly obstructed by the Belgian Separation,
which in the eyes of many had shown the unreliabil ity of all 'papists'. In
1888 there were sti l l  only ten percent of the officials at the Home Office
Roman Catholic, while more than 84 per cent were Protestant-Christian of
some sort.

From about 1890 there gradually came a change in the composition of
the corps of civil servants. Thanks to the industrial revolution commerce
and industry grew and the salaries of officials came under pressure. Before,
in the nineteenth century, it had been possible to bind specialized officials
at the 'technical' Office of Public Works, Commerce and Industry to the
government with bonuses. When the bonuses no longer appeared to be suf-
ficient, the officials salaries were finally greatly increased in l9l8 with a
simultaneous extension of the number of working hours. Ironically enough
this happened under the predominantly l iberal cabinet of Cort van der Lin-
den, while the extension of the number of officials and the raising of their
salary had always been fought against with great emphasis by l iberal polit i-
cians. Much earlier, conservative and confessional statesmen had already
shown their comprehension of the new type of official which had arisen
since some decennia; a type which did not come from a well-to-do 'family

of officials', which had not found its way to some university bench in a
traditional manner and which was employed especially by the relatively
young offices or departments of offices (the management of Agriculture,
the department of Crisis Affairs).

After the First World War the time of the official robes was finally over.
The professionalization of officialdom caused a big change in the social
status of the civil servant. For the first t ime in the history of the Kingdom,
an official was going to earn a fully-fledged salary. But against this, just
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like every other wage-earner, he must deliver a normal number of work-

hours. By doing so he no longer distinguished himself from a functionary

in the private sector.
Although, following the example of the German 'Reichsbesmtengesetz'

of 1873, at last a law for officials (of which the scarce material conditions

were worked out in the Universal Regulations for civil Servants

(A.R.A.R.) in l93l) came about in the Netherlands as well in 1929, in view

of the modern bureaucracy of government after 1920 phenomena of regres-

sion were more present than those of perfection. As minister of Finance,

Coli jn carried through a reduction of salaries by ten per cent in 1924 which

was followed by numerous other restricting measures in the thirties. As a

result of this a pattern which had arisen in the second part of the nineteenth

century soon returned: the ever growing group of officials without wealth

of their own looked for and found on a large scale additional offices in

commerce and industrY.
The nature of these additional offices reflected the long standing (and

before 1940 never abolished) segmentation of the corps of officials into

higher, middle class and lower officials. The professionalization of offici-

aldom was partly undone by the holding of additional offices. Also in view

of the great number of temporary officials and labour contracting parties

that were employed by the offices, the bureaucracy of Dutch government

in the opinion of Weber, which in comparison to surrounding countries

had come in working order exceptionally late anyhow, came to a remarka-

ble end before the Second World War.
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